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The city explored through a creative timeline — a reading of Bombay and Mumbai of the twentieth century 

through one of its most symbolic and adored institution — cinema, is what makes up the book dates.sites. 
A collage of found objects that went into making the reference-resource for the Project Cinema City, 

is designed into a reading of production and practice — of urbanity, of cinema — of cultural and spatial 

experiences located in registers of visuality

Text
Kaiwan Mehta

Archive through practice

To get a sense of what a city means to us, in what 
ways do we encounter it, meet it and experience it 
or get absorbed in its churnings of daily life is an 
essential aspect of understanding culture and the 
inhabitation of physical world we build at all times. 
This man-made physical environment, built out 
of materials and colours, weaves for us a sense of 
the world (-view) and its attitudes, attributes and 
memories. Architecture that forms the mainstay 
of this constructed physical world we live in is 
crucial since it is visual, spatial, and also lives across 
times and images. Images as carriers of a reality 
represent a fairly specific understanding of space 
and physicality — it is specific by virtue of the fact 
that an image controls depth and movement within 
its formal structure. The photograph of a cityscape, 
an iconic structure, or a panoramic view — they 
all contain the idea of an experience, or project the 

need to adopt/assimilate that idea. We see an image, 
and we (think we) know what that space, that 
physical experience of scale and volume is going to 
be like ‘in real’!
The city as an agglomerate of sights and images, 
sounds and moving objects formulates an 
experience that holds in an overlapping series of 
visuals and times. The panning of viewing cones in 
a series of temporal registers would be an adequate 
but nearly impossible diagram to represent urban 
experience. Cinema and its tool box engage with 
the dialectics of space and space representation. 
The space within a frame, the temporality of 
frames, and the moving yet constant image as 
well as viewer — all generate a set of conditions 
that urbanity also encompasses. The “Cinema 
City” project by Majlis, which is a Mumbai-based 
organisation (www.majlisbombay.org) was a 

mammoth attempt to grasp the sense of urbanity 
and/through the medium of cinema in the context 
of a city such as Bombay/Mumbai which is also the 
home and nestling ground to the Bollywood film 
industry. As much as relationships between cinema 
and city, city and cinema, can be explored in diverse 
ways, this project invited multiple collaborations 
making the project only a medium and a platform 
to explore the breadth of culture and politics, 
history and the practice of making things, industry 
and art in the life of this city in India, as well as this 
city in the world.
Many projects in architecture and urban research, 
artistic practices and documentation, archival 
modes and urban neighbourhood studies emerged 
from “Cinema City” — there were workshops, 
conferences, exhibitions as well as new films. 
What also emerged is a book — dates.sites PROJECT 

CINEMA CITY — which puts together a kind 
of timeline for the city’s history — a timeline 
that essentially emerges from the research and 
material collected for the project. Madhusree Dutta, 
filmmaker and curator of the project, put together 
a research-reference guide for all artists, scholars 
and practitioners who were invited to work on 
the project. In an attempt to define what it means 
to engage with the study of ‘cinema’ — especially 
trying to argue against an increasingly popular 
understanding of film studies as narrative 
studies — she collated material that in her view was 
the expansive breadth of cinema, city and a study 
that brings these two together. From migration 
patterns in cities to the kinds of labourers and 
artisans involved in the making of films to the 
history of techniques and production of the medium 
were all part of the world of cinema for Dutta. The 

project in the process of inviting collaborators as 
well as in the process of collecting data and research 
material displayed its sense of anxiety but also 
belief in what ‘cinema’ or ‘city’ could mean to us — 
this produced many ideas and objects, scenarios 
and studies that could belong to the basket of 
“Cinema City” but could grow into detailed projects 
themselves. The book then seems to be a result 
of this churning between collaborations and 
collections that went in to the structuring of this 
abstraction – ‘cinema city’. Both cinema and city 
are as much real and physical objects as much as 
they are abstractions of ideas and experiences — 
infrastructure-city/infrastructure-cinema, Bombay-
city/Bombay-cinema. To then add the dimension 
of History to these obviously comes with its own 
set of attributes and conditions; but then History 
also becomes the tool and principle that can help 

in giving some structure to the collected material-
sense of cinema and city. Meaning then emerges 
from within the materials that are structured 
around the decided system; but ideas also emerge 
from the spaces in between the collected material 
once it is put within the mould of a timeline. What 
do we make of this emerging meaning as well 
as from the ideas that peep out of the interstitial 
spaces? Dutta as the curator, who envisions the 
practice and medium of cinema as well as sense 
of the city in certain very particular ways, worked 
with artist Shilpa Gupta to give shape and form to 
this book, and obviously to this exercise of writing 
history about the city.
"Since 2008, more than a hundred artists, architects, 
filmmakers, researchers, commentators on culture, 
cityphiles and cineastes have been digging tunnels 
and excavating paths to unearth a configuration 
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that can be broadly termed Cinema City: an 
interface between the city that produces cinema on 
an overwhelming scale and under an overarching 
organism, and the cinema that has developed a 
hegemony to define the notion of the urban. They 
are twin products of the 20th century, reared and 
developed through its wars, migrant peoples and 
moving goods, and technologies of reproduction." 
A close look at the book, which invites you to 
develop your own method of dealing with it and 
its material, also strikes you as one that makes 
suggestions towards a collaboration of visualities 
— where various kind of visual forms, structures 
and mediums indicate a series of shared locations 
and journeys. Dates and sites are residues of 
these journeys and collaborations. A production 
of visuality — its techniques and processes — 
emerges from this timeline and the way this 
book-box-object structures its text and images. 
In these collaborations and productions and the 
emerging practices of making the visual as well as 

its distribution, we also see the idea of that which 
is urban — that which defines a sense of being a 
city. As Dutta notes, the image and the city are two 
defining aspects of the twentieth century anyway!
"This volume is divided into sections by decades, 
and the decades in turn are separated by a 
series of calendars designed by visual artists, 
filmmakers and designers. The body of text is a 
stitching together of found information, received 
knowledge, scribbles and oracles, from formal and 
informal, acknowledged and discarded sources. 
It is layered with images which too are either 
found in circulation in streets and bazaars, or from 
personal archives. The relationship between text 
and image, far from being umbilical, is associative 
— in a playful way. Just as the body of written 
text incorporates both contemporary readings and 
deliberately dated markers, contemporary works 
are inserted alongside ‘period’ images in the body 
of visuals. These incorporations and insertions 
appear with detectable marks of joints in order to 

snap the magical spell of snippets from the past." In 
this way the book is also a manual of history, and 
a manual of experience; what from history enters 
our experience and in what ways is also crucial, 
and that is something that the design of the book 
indicates to the user-reader, and it leaves it to him/
her to deal with it. Collected notes and events can 
be organised in a chronological sequence, but what 
they mean as residues of memory, and in what form, 
or how they linger around the contemporary and 
with what characteristics — is something that this 
book strongly edges towards, or at least it creates the 
scope for such a reading to someone already steeped 
in issues of city history, urban experience and visual 
cultures. Zooming into images, blurring them, 
repeating them, fragmenting them are all attempts 
to understand as well as represent our changing 
and nuanced dealings with the visual world and its 
scattered objects. However, these scattered objects, 
once again collected — from flea markets or personal 
collections, reappear as memorabilia as well as 

contemporary citations of lost and mysterious pasts, 
to hint towards the shape of things remembered, 
as well as structuring a contemporary that often 
revels in blissful amnesia. 
Curating this collated material, as a resource for 
collaborators and participants in the beginning 
of the project soon took the shape of an 
independent project where stories, ideas, events 
and reminiscences were collated along a time line 
and annotated with various kinds of comments, 
extensions and cross-connections; as the parent 
project grew and new material was added to this 
amorphous archive. However, visual material and 
images were a large and crucial part of this archive, 
and these were independent pieces of information 
and stories, ideas and memories — and not simply 
illustrations of the textual archives; as much as the 
visual material were like archival units, the text 
with its timelines and annotations was strongly 
visual too — image and text lost boundaries here. 
The image as part of this visual material, often 

contained the unit of visual references — for 
example the first decade begins with a picture of 
the sea front near Apollo Bunder, but here Gupta 
extracts the waves of the sea and treats it as an 
independent image — an everlasting relation of 
the city with the sea; or extracting details from 
family portraits; or repeating a studio photo of a 
seated man and standing woman reading. The 
collated material was grouped into decades, and 
this material contained snippets from the past 
as much as notes from the present moment, but 
themes were developed to insert the visual material 
for each decade — the theme for each decade may 
have emerged from a very small reference in there, 
and not necessarily the essential overarching focus 
of the decade, but this theme then gave the decade its 
visual mooring, and its notional sense of experience 
— for example a decade focussed on the link between 
the World Wars and the Princely States in India, 
or hand-written letters across continents passing 
through the city, images of cities across the world 

passing through Bombay as pictures on postcards 
and pamphlets.
Speculative of a changing past, this book attempts 
to construct that mischievous past, and build a 
series of narratives that comment on, and connect 
to the current experiences of the urban-physical, 
exploring those patterns through a medium and 
form like cinema and its sites and structures of 
production, distribution and reception. Many planes 
for discussion and exploration emerge, as you weave 
across the pages to search for familiar references, 
passing by hinted interconnections, finally 
comparing the lived sense of a city and the archives 
of the eye's memories.
—

KAIWAN MEHTA
Architect and urban researcher
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West End Cinema runs Marathi film

(by Pundalik director

Dadasaheb Torne) for 27 weeks,

starting Indian cinema’s tryst

with the silver/golden/platinum

jubilee

, the first

professional film outfit in the

country, closes after making

nearly 100 silent films in

10 years

(precursor to Film Federation of

India) set up by documentary

enthusiast K S Hirlekar

SHYAMSUNDAR

Kohinoor Film Company

Motion Picture Society of India

Hindi weekly

published from Bombay

Cinema Sansar

1933

1934

1934

At Prabhat Studio

V Shantaram makes Marathi film

with a few scenes shot

in colour on b/w negative –

processed and printed in Germany

using Bipack colour printing

process

Himanshu Rai’s

functions as a joint

stock company managed by a

corporate board

by Hollywood’s

Universal Picture – murder

mystery set aboard a train from

Bombay to Calcutta

SAIRANDHRI

BOMBAY MAIL

Bombay

Talkies

66

1933

Music director Madhav Lal

uses Japanese and Chinese

singers from Safed Gulli

(demarcated area for

prostitutes with fairer skin

than the Indians)

to create a ’Far East

ambience’ in

(White Lane)

HATIMTAI

1932

Film songs as independent

entertainment begins as

maestro of Gwalior gharana,

Vinayakrao Patwardhan,

acts in the film

and the songs are recorded

by HMV

MADHURI

1929–38

1932

1933

Despite heavy subsidies

offered by the BCIT, owners of

only three mills come forward to

build housing complexes for their

workers

J R D Tata lands Puss Moth

aircraft on mud flats in Juhu to

inaugurate – a mail

carrier between Karachi and

Madras via Ahmedabad and Bombay

After demolishing 36,317 dwelling

units and building 61,868 new

units, BCIT merges with BMC

Colaba railway terminus

dismantled to facilitate

Sassoon Mills: Clash between

organized workers on strike and

casual workers hired by

management to break the strike

The textile

workers’ union is declared

illegal along with other

communist outfits

Tata Airlines

Back Bay

Reclamation scheme

Girni Kamgar Union:

6968

By the mid-’30s

Marathi Sangeet Natak and

Parsi Theatre witness an exodus

as singers, actors, writers

and technicians rush to join

the film business

With the entry of theatre

artistes/writers, the popular

stunt film genre bows out, and

more and more historicals and

mythologicals with dense dialogue

tracks are produced

The charm of dialogue and songs

in Indian languages elbows out

Hollywood films from the market

With the talkie, the homogeneity

of Indian cinema gives way to

regional specifications –

Marathi, Gujarati, Bengali,

Telugu, Urdu, Hindustani

Art Deco movement in south Bombay

at its peak

Archive through practice dates.sites

dates.sites (Project Cinema City, Bombay/Mumbai), 
Tulika Books, 2012. Text by Madhusree Dutta and 
designed by Shilpa Gupta and Madhusree Dutta  

Madhusree Dutta, the curator of Project Cinema 
City, is a filmmaker and executive director of 
Majlis, which is a Mumbai-based centre for rights 
discourse and multi-disciplinary arts

Shilpa Gupta is a visual artist based in Mumbai


